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tripod stance dynamics of the robot which are identified by a purely jointspace-driven estimation method
introduced in this paper. Our results establish a strong relationship between energetic efficiency
(simultaneous reduction in power consumption and in- crease in speed) and the dynamical structure of an
alternating tripod gait as measured by its fidelity to the SLIP mechanics—a dynamical pattern exhibit- ing
characteristic exchanges of kinetic and spring-like potential energy [3]. We conclude that gaits that are
dynamic in this manner give rise to better uti- lization of energy for the purposes of locomotion.
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Characterization of Dynamic
Behaviors in a Hexapod Robot
Haldun Komsuoglu and Anirudha Majumdar and Yasemin Ozkan Aydin
and Daniel E. Koditschek
Abstract This paper investigates the relationship between energetic effi-
ciency and the dynamical structure of a legged robot’s gait. We present
an experimental data set collected from an untethered dynamic hexapod,
EduBot [1] (a RHex-class [2] machine), operating in four distinct manually
selected gaits. We study the robot’s single tripod stance dynamics of the
robot which are identified by a purely jointspace-driven estimation method
introduced in this paper. Our results establish a strong relationship between
energetic efficiency (simultaneous reduction in power consumption and in-
crease in speed) and the dynamical structure of an alternating tripod gait as
measured by its fidelity to the SLIP mechanics—a dynamical pattern exhibit-
ing characteristic exchanges of kinetic and spring-like potential energy [3]. We
conclude that gaits that are dynamic in this manner give rise to better uti-
lization of energy for the purposes of locomotion.
1 Introduction
Energetics of locomotion has been a major topic for scientific discussions [4–8]
and remains to be an active research area for both biologists [9,10] and engi-
neers [11–15]. The need for practical mobility in unstructured environments
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motivates our interest in legged locomotion. This paper presents experimental
data suggesting a strong correlation between energetic efficiency and dynamic
characteristics of legged locomotion.
Since its introduction specific resistance (SR) [4] has been the de-facto
measure of locomotive competency. Being a dimensionless quantity, specific
resistance allows us to evaluate and compare a wide spectrum of systems both
of biological [16] and artificial [11, 15, 17–20] origin from energetic efficiency
perspective. In prior work researchers successfully utilized specific resistance
[4] and its variants as objective functions to empirically tune [15] behavioral
controllers in legged platforms. Unfortunately, specific resistance, treating
the system as a black box, offers very little concrete design insight for either
hardware or algorithms.
Roboticists in partnership with biologists have been seeking this missing
design guidance in nature [21, 22]. A key observation of this work is that
animals of different size and morphology [28] minimize the average work
required [27] by performing “proper” exchanges between different forms of
kinetic energy, internal spring potential and gravitational potential through
the use of passive body parts as conduits for these transfers [23–26]. A direct
consequence of this observation is the emergence of the spring-loaded inverted
pendulum (SLIP) model [3] as a template [39] to characterize the center of
mass (COM) behavior in dynamic1 animal locomotion.
Inspired by the descriptive power of the SLIP template for high per-
formance animal locomotion, various robotic systems have been developed
based on its blueprint [13, 30–32]. Among these platforms biologically in-
spired power autonomous RHex-class robots [2] stand out because of 1)
their ability to negotiate previously unaccessible terrains untethered [33];
2) their wide behavioral repertoire; and 3) the volume of studies they have
enabled [1, 20, 34–38]. Furthermore, while their morphology and actuation
scheme diverge significantly from that of the SLIP model, RHex-class robots
can passively anchor [39] the SLIP dynamics in properly tuned gaits [40]. This
very observation in conjunction with SLIP’s desirable characteristics and its
ubiquitous appearance in biological systems have led to the speculation that
embedding [39] SLIP dynamics in RHex behaviors (actively [41] and/or pas-
sively [40]) can lead to efficient use of energy in RHex-class platforms, and
more importantly, offer constructive design ideas to the developers.
In this paper we empirically demonstrate a strong relationship between
energetic efficiency and the emergence of SLIP behavior in a RHex-class ma-
chine. We define the “SLIP-measure”—a dimensionless scalar value evaluat-
ing the quality of dynamical activity—as the similarity between the trajec-
tories of physical COM and the best fitting SLIP template starting from the
same initial condition. Our results suggest that the energetic performance of
a gait (as captured by the specific resistance) and the nature of its dynamical
structure (as captured by the SLIP-measure) are (perhaps monotonically)
1 We define dynamic behavior as those operations exhibiting significant exchange between
kinetic and potential energy [29].
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related. This model based measure offers a more concrete gauge of specific
characterization of dynamical activity in comparison to previous work [42,43]
which treats the system and its behavior as a black box.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed de-
scription of the experimental setup that was employed for data collection.
Section 3 presents the post-processing pipeline. The system identification
analysis and its results are presented in Section 4. We discuss the relation-
ship between the behavioral energetics and the level of dynamism in Section
5. Final remarks and extensions to be studied in future work are presented
in Section 6.
2 Experimental Setup
This section describes our experimental setup and data cleanup method. This
architecture—an improved version of the setup in [37]—facilitates the neces-
sary systematic data collection in controlled environmental conditions.
EduBot (Figure 1(a)), whose variants have successfully served in a wide
range of experimental robotics studies [1,37,38,44,45] and in classrooms [46],
is a small form-factor legged mobility system that adopts the successful RHex
morphology (Figure 1(b)) and task-level open-loop locomotion strategy [2].
Fig. 1 (a) EduBot platform (b) RHex platform [2].
The platform weights 3.31 kg. Its rigid rectangular body is supported and
propelled by six half-circle shaped compliant legs each driven by an inde-
pendent hip servo—an 11W brushed DC motor managed by an embedded
motor controller that monitors and regulates the states of motor (its output
shaft position and speed) at 1KHz update rate within hard real-time con-
straints. The robot is powered by an onboard 4-cell 1320 mAh 20C Li-Poly
battery whose output current and terminal voltage are monitored to assess
total power consumption of the platform. The higher level behavioral control
and proprioceptive sensory recording are performed by an on-board PC104
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stack powered by a Pentium class CPU running at 266MHz. A GUI appli-
cation running on an external computer issues task level control commands
and collects sensory data.
Fig. 2 (a) Two tripod leg groupings: the left tripod (front and rear left side legs and the
middle right side leg); and the right tripod (front and rear right side legs and the middle
left side leg) (b) The Buehler two speed profile is defined by three parameters: sweep
angle, φs; duty cycle, dc; and leg offset, φ0. In our implementation, PD gains, kp and
kd are represented in a normalized coordinate system with values in [−1, 1) relating the
normalized hip position, φ := φ/pi, and normalized speed, φ˙ := φ˙/(10−3pi), to normalized
terminal voltage, V := V/14.8.
Our study uses the tripod gait controller [2] which implements a 6-
parameter family of behaviors that covers a wide range of locomotive char-
acteristics [15,33]. We identified four tripod gaits, as listed in Table 1. These
gaits were selected based on their apparent dynamic qualities coarsely repre-
sentative of the range of dynamical activity that the robot can realize.
Table 1 The Behavioral Parameters for the Test Gaits (refer to Figure 2 for the behavioral
interpretation of these parameters)
units Running Jogging Pace Walk
wc rad/sec 19.0 17.4 10 6.0
φs rad 0.75 1.12 1.0 1.2
φ0 rad 0.35 0.2 0.2 0.0
dc N/A 0.3 0.45 0.6 0.7
kp norm 0.56 0.56 0.7 0.7
kd norm 0.03 0.03 0.0 0.0
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The robot collects and transmits proprioceptive sensory measurements at
100 Hz. This data stream consists of (1) time stamps for sensor sampling
events; (2) measured actual hip positions, φa, and speeds, φ˙a; (3) controller
generated target hip position, φr, and speed, φ˙r; and (4) the battery out-
put current, ib, and voltage, vb. The active tripod gait parameters are also
appended to the log file.
The Vicon system, shown in Figure 3, is a professional-grade ground truth
motion tracking setup that is capable of simultaneously tracking multiple
passive reflective markers in its workspace at 120 Hz. Using the positions of
tracked markers and their organization on robot’s chassis the Vicon system
computes 6-dof configuration of the rigid robot body, cV , consisting of the
COM position, [bx by bz]
T and body orientation, [β α ρ]T , with respect to
Vicon coordinate system, V := R3 × SO(3), that is rigidly attached to the
World Coordinates,W. The roll, ρ, pitch, α, and yaw, β, are computed using
the Rodrigues’ rotation formula. Each data point is also tagged by a frame
index which serves as a time stamp.
Fig. 3 The Vicon system consists of six digital high speed cameras with back light each
viewing from a different angle the 4x3x1.5 m workspace where the robot runs. In the figure
blue tetrahedra represents the individual camera view space. The robot body configuration
tracking is only accurate over the permissible domain, P, measuring 2x1x1 m—a subset
of the workspace. The floor is covered with high friction carpet to improve traction and
minimize slip. The World Coordinate System, W, and the saggital plane, S, are shown for
reference and they will be discussed in detail in Section 3. The green blow up of the robot
shows the markers tracked by the Vicon system.
Accurate body tracking requires sufficient number of cameras to capture
the robot. This condition imposes a constraint on the Vicon workspace that
can produce viable experimental data. This smaller domain in the center of
the Vicon workspace is termed the permissible domain, P. A second data
integrity issue stems from the standard Vicon calibration process which un-
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avoidably leads to a mismatch between the Vicon Coordinate System, V, and
the World Coordinate System, W. Section 3 will outline a process to clean
raw Vicon data.
For each gait in Table 1 we conducted multiple runs. We select valid stance
data from only those runs where the robot achieved steady-state behavior
moving straight through the permissible area, P, along a straight path. Table
2 reports the number of conducted runs and the number of valid single tripod
stance captured for each gait. Due to the higher speeds achieved by running
and jogging gaits combined with the limited size of the permissible area, P,
fewer stance intervals are captured per run for these gaits in comparison to
the others.
Table 2 Total and Valid Number of Runs Conducted and Stances Captured for Each Test
Gait.
Running Jogging Pace Walk
(Total:Valid) (Total:Valid) (Total:Valid) (Total:Valid)
Runs 172:122 104:91 58:57 59:59
Stances 775:460 659:655 645:642 753:753
Each experiment run begins by starting the data logger. The robot is
manually released from the distant end of the Vicon workspace with an initial
speed that is roughly equal to the steady-state speed of the gait being tested
in order to reduce the extend of the transient behavior. When the robot
reaches the end of the workspace, first the robot and then the data logger
are stopped. The raw data consisting of the proprioceptive sensor readings
from the robot and the ground truth body configuration measured by the
Vicon system are saved in a MAT-file. Section 3 outlines the data clean-up
and extraction post-processes applied to the raw data files in preparation to
the system identification study described in Section 4.
3 Data Preparation
The analysis presented in Section 4 and 5 concerns saggital plane behavior
of the robot during steady-state locomotion without turning2. This section
introduces a three step post-processing pipeline that to clean the raw data
for the analysis in Section 4.
The raw data files produced by the procedure described in Section 2 con-
tain data from two separate sources: the robot; and the Vicon system. Vari-
ables in these two data streams were sampled at different times due to the
2 We also assume that there is no foot slip which is confirmed to be the case by external
observations.
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difference in respective sampling frequencies and the collection start time.
The first step in data preparation is the synchronization of the time stamps
of these two data streams. The three computers involved in the experimental
setup are on a local network isolated from the outside. The bandwidth of
this network is high enough to facilitate relatively fixed and deterministic
communication delay between machines which is confirmed in independent
tests. Therefore, the synchronization of different data stream boils down to
an offset subtraction.
At the original sampling rates (100 Hz for the robot and 120 Hz for the
Vicon) the experimental data collected within a stance interval is too small
for a stable system identification study3. Therefore, the second step in data
preparation is interpolation of the raw data sequences. Since all logged vari-
ables are related to the mechanical operations of the robot, they are band
limited by the mechanical bandwidth (roughly 10 Hz) of the passive mechan-
ical construction of the platform. We reconstruct the analog counterpart of
the acquired data by fitting a cubic spline to the recorded raw discrete-time
sample sequence and then resample this analog representation at a higher
frequency (1KHz).
The Vicon system and its shortcomings, discussed in Section 2, renders the
body configuration measurements in the original Vicon Coordinate System,
cV := [bx by bz β α ρ]
T ∈ V := R3×SO(3), badly unappealing for our analysis
in Section 4. We will present a three step process that corrects for major
sources of noise and error.
As the raw data is not sufficiently accurate outside the permissible domain,
P ⊂ V—an experimentally identified conservative subset of the observable
Vicon volume where the tracking accuracy is sufficiently high— we discard all
data that falls outside this region. We also discard those runs where the robot
does not follow a straight path. Those runs that produce non-null data sets
are defined as “valid.” The total and valid runs for each test gait is reported
in Table 2.
For each run we define a Run-Specific World Coordinate System4, W :=
R3 × SO(3), as depicted in Figure 4, satisfying three conditions: 1) the hori-
zontal plane (xy-plane) of the World frame coincides with the ground plane,
G; 2) the origin of the World frame is located where the COM trajectory
projected onto the horizontal plane enters the permissible domain, P; and 3)
the x-axis of the World frame is aligned with the average horizontal plane
trajectory of the body COM within the permissible Vicon area. For each
run we derive the coordinate transformation between the Vicon and World
coordinates, hWV : V → W, in a data driven manner. Body configuration
represented in the (run-specific) World Coordinate System, cW = hWV (c
V),
offers a simple access to the sagittal plane component of the observed COM
behavior in relation to the physical ground given by [bx bz]
T = PcW ∈ S.
3 Note that the running gait stance interval is 100 msec which only yields 10 samples at
the original sampling rate.
4 For the sake of simplicity this will be referred as the World Coordinates henceforth.
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Fig. 4 Relationship between various planes and coordinate systems defined in the post-
processing operations as viewed (a) in perspective, (b) from top and (c) in sagittal view.
The raw Vicon readings are represented in the Vicon Coordinate System, V, which is not
properly aligned with the movement of the robot. Its horizontal plane (xy-plane) does
not coincide with the ground surface, G. Nor any of its axes is aligned with the body
trajectory. To facilitate the analysis we define the World Coordinate System, W, whose
horizontal plane (xy-plane) lays on the ground surface, G; with its x-axis is aligned along
the best line fit to the horizontal plane projection of the COM trajectory. The origin of the
World Coordinate System is located at where the COM trajectory enters the permissible
domain, P.
The first derivatives of the sagittal COM configuration variables are com-
puted by fitting a cubic spline on the available data and sampling the al-
gebraically differentiated cubic spline. This results in the full sagittal COM
state of the robot,
[
bx b˙x bz b˙z
]T
.
The robot platform operating in a tripod gait has three basic modes5:
single tripod support; double tripod support; and aerial. The system identifi-
cation study in Section 4 concerns the single tripod ground contact dynamics.
This section will describe a procedure that will (approximately) extract stance
5 For the sake of simplicity we are ignoring the modes where the body is supported by other
combinations of legs. These operating regimes occur infrequently and are very short-lived
under the steady-state conditions that our setup is designed to study.
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intervals—time intervals where the robot’s body is supported and propelled
by the legs of a single tripod.
Fig. 5 (a) The averaged actual (red), φ˙a, and target hip speed (blue), φ˙r, for a tripod.
(b) Superimposed best time shifted target speed (blue) and the averaged actual hip speed
(red). The best time shift is where the cross-corrolation between target and actual speed
signals is maximum. The touchdown and lift-off events are defined by the dropping and
rising edges of the (best fit) shifted target speed.
The task level open-loop tripod gait [2] feeds time-parametrized two-speed
target trajectories (Figure 2(b)) to hip PD position controllers. In the ideal
steady-state operations a leg is in ground contact during the slow swing
phase6 of the target trajectory. Therefore, the slow swing period can serve as
a conservative approximation to the stance interval. However, we note that
the actual hip configuration lags that of the target while maintaining the basic
form as shown in Figure 5(a). We posit that a more accurate identification
of the actual physical stance interval must rely on data from the hip motor
itself.
Our stance extraction process starts with the computation of the time
shift,
6 By design, the clock transition from fast (putative swing) to slow (putative stance) phase
leads the actual ground contact event [47], however, this overlap has a very small duration
relative to the full stance phase, and we make no attempt to model nor capture its effects
in the system identification work reported here, relying solely upon the surrogate measures
of touchdown and liftoff as described in the text.
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ts = arg min
τ>0
[∫ ∣∣∣φ˙a(t)− φ˙r(t− τ)∣∣∣] ,
that minimizes the error between the averaged actual hip speed of those
hips participating in a tripod7, φ˙a(t) := 13
∑
i∈R|L(φ˙ia(t)), and the shifted
associated target speed, φ˙r(t − ts). The shifted target speed, φ˙r(t − ts), is
a pulse train whose falling and rising edges define the touchdown and lift-
off events, respectively. It directly follows that a stance interval is the time
between consecutive touchdown and lift-off events. ’
4 System Identification
Inspired by previous studies and to built on their results this work also adopts
the SLIP template [39]—a point mass riding on a massless and lossless com-
pliant leg that is attached to the body and ground surface at free rotating
joints—to describe the stance mode dynamics. Note that the variation in
body pitch, α, as well as any movement outside the sagittal plane, which are
unavoidable and crucial aspects of tripod behavior [1,37], are ignored for the
sake of modeling simplicity. We are also ignoring aerial (ballistic flight) and
double support modes of operations in our study concentrating only on the
single tripod support dynamics where the body is propelled by the legs of a
single tripod.
Figure 6 depicts the SLIP model employed in our study. This system is
characterized by three parameters: 1) leg stiffness, k in N/m; 2) leg rest
length, l0 in meters; and 3) fore/aft foot hold position, fx in meters. The
body mass, m = 3.31 in kg, is a constant equal to the measured robot weight.
The SLIP dynamics,
b¨ =
[
b¨x
b¨z
]
= − k
m
(||b− f || − l0) b− f||b− f ||︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fs/m
−g,
(1)
is driven by two forces: 1) the gravitational pull, Fg = mg; and 2) the spring
force, Fs. We define the full SLIP state vector, x :=
[
bx, b˙x, bz, b˙z
]
, for the
upcoming derivation and analysis discussions.
7 The process is identical for the two tripods. The reader should not that the average hip
speed computation uses the proper hips depending on the tripod of interest. For notational
simplicity we do not indicate the tripod explicitly in our notation.
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Fig. 6 SLIP model is proposed as a template model for the single tripod support dynamics
of the robot. The model is parameterized by the leg stiffness, k, leg rest length, l0, and
the fore/aft position of the foot hold, fx. During ground contact foot forms a free rotating
joint on the ground surface, fz = 0.
For each stance interval we compute the best SLIP parameters, (k, l0, fx),
that give rise to SLIP model state trajectory8 that is the most similar to that
of the given experimental data as measured by the normalized state error
function,
nerr(k, l0, fx) :=
∑N
i=1 ||xmi (k, l0, fx)− xei ||∑N
i=1 ||xei ||
(2)
where xei is the experimentally obtained sagittal plane states of the robot
COM, and xmi (k, l0, fx) is the model generated SLIP states for the same
time instant, i. This error function compares the two flows across all four di-
mensions (positions and speeds) along the stance interval taking into account
the time parameterization of the flows. The error is normalized with respect
to the experimental flow and therefore represents a percentage deviation of
the model away from the physical system itself.
The parameter fitting is done separately for each stance interval. Repre-
senting the data set for a stance interval by X := {xei |i ∈ {1, ..., N}} = R4N
we define the SLIP-measure for this stance, σ : R4N → R,
σ(X) := min
k>0,l0>0,fx>0
[nerr(k, l0, fx)] . (3)
To compute SLIP-measure, σ, Nelder-Mead [48] simplex function minimiza-
tion procedure is employed to minimize the normalized state error function,
nerr, as a function of the SLIP parameters, (k, l0, fx), whose result,
8 Model trajectory evaluation starts from the same initial conditions as the given exper-
imental data. We employed MATLAB ode45 numerical integration tool for our computa-
tions.
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(k∗, l∗0, f
∗
x) = s(X) := arg min
k>0,l0>0,fx>0
[nerr(k, l0, fx)] (4)
provides the parameterization of the best fitting SLIP model for the stance
interval data at hand.
We start the minimization process9 from an initial guess, (k0, l00, f
0
x) =
[2000.0, 0.15, mid(bex)], where mid(b
e
x) is the middle of the horizontal interval
swept by the experimental data being fitted.
5 Energetics and Dynamic Behaviors
We measure the energetic efficiency of locomotion by specific resistance [4]—
a widely used dimensionless measure of performance introduced to robotics
in [11] that is normalized against the weight of the locomotor,
SR :=
P
mgv
, (5)
where P is the average power consumption and v is the average speed. Specific
resistance,SR, average power, P , and average speed, v, are all computed on a
per run basis and they are associated with all valid stance intervals captured
in that run.
Since the platform remains unchanged in our study the average power, P ,
and speed, v, are the only two variables that affect the specific resistance,
SR. Figure 7 and 8 are scatter plots illustrating the distribution of the three
energetic performance measures. We observe a very clear clustering for each
test gait. Table 3 reports the mean and standard deviations of the energetic
performance measures for each test gait.
Table 3 The Average Energetic Parameters for the Test Gaits
nerr P (W) v (m/s)
mean std mean std mean std
Running 0.087 0.07 31.63 2.99 1.06 0.04
Jogging 0.26 0.10 42.92 1.43 0.64 0.01
Pace 0.52 0.11 26.23 0.51 0.30 0.004
Walk 0.54 0.03 20.93 0.32 0.16 0.002
We observe a clear monotonic relationship between the specific resistance,
SR, and the average speed, v, in Figure 7 which is not unexpected [16].
9 Each SLIP parameter is defined over a different range of values. While relevant leg
stiffness, k, values are in thousands, same for the rest length, l0, is less then one. In
order to avoid near singular search simplexes in the Nelder-Mead iterations the three SLIP
parameters are normalized.
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However, the variation of the specific resistance, SR, is not driven by the
difference in speed. Figure 8 shows that the the running gait is not only
faster than the jogging gait but also consumes less power. This is a very
important observation which will be revisited later in this section.
Fig. 7 The scatter plot of average speed,
v, versus specific resistance, SR, for all valid
stance intervals captured in the entire exper-
imental data. Each test gait is color coded:
running (blue); jogging (green); pace (pur-
ple); and walk (red).
Fig. 8 The scatter plot of average power, P ,
versus average speed, v, for all valid stance
intervals captured in the entire experimen-
tal data. Each test gait is color coded: run-
ning (blue); jogging (green); pace (purple);
and walk (red). We notice that the running
gait consumes less power even though it has a
higher average speed compared to the jogging
gait.
In our analysis we choose to measure the quality of dynamical activity in
a gait by its similarity to what can be produced by a SLIP model. The SLIP-
measure, σ, in Equation 3 gauges the best case deviation between the state
flows of the physical system and the SLIP model starting at the same initial
condition. It simply follows that SLIP-measure, σ, offers an effective measure
of the quality of dynamical activity associated with a gait.
Figure 9 demonstrates the distribution of the SLIP-measure, σ, and the
specific resistance, SR, for each stance. The plot suggests a monotonic re-
lationship between the two measures supporting the hypothesis that gaits
exhibiting a more pronounced degree this particular quality of dynamical
activity realize better energetic efficiency than gaits exhibiting less.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we describe an experimental setup to collect large quantities
of empirical data from an untethered dynamic legged robotic platform. Four
representative locomotion gaits with varying dynamical characteristics are
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Fig. 9 The scatter plot of SLIP-measure, σ, (normalized state error evaluated at the
fitted parameters) versus specific resistance, SR, for all valid stance intervals captured in
the entire experimental data. Each test gait is color coded: running (blue); jogging (green);
pace (purple); and walk (red). The normalized error is a measure of level of dynamism in
a gait. We observe a clear monotonic relationship between the dynamism and energetic
efficiency of gaits.
studied. We outline a post-processing procedure that cleans the raw data
and effectively extracts single tripod support intervals during steady-state
tripod gait locomotion. Our procedure is founded on a proprioception based
(using joint space measurements) stance detection mechanism.
Biological studies [4–7] suggest that the ability to effectively recirculate
mechanical energy through spring-mass mechanics confers significant ener-
getic benefits in animals, and that fast biological runners adopt the specific
mechanics of the SLIP [28]. RHex-class robots can capture this aspect of an-
imal locomotion and demonstrate energetically efficient locomotion as they
can passively embed the SLIP dynamics in carefully tuned open-loop con-
trolled gaits [40]. Results presented in this paper further supports this early
discovery with a richer data set.
Our long term goal is to develop a unified constructive approach to gait
design where both the mechanical [44] and algorithmic aspects are considered
in an integrated manner. Notwithstanding a decade’s effort [35,49–51], math-
ematical analysis that can account for the emergence of SLIP dynamics in
RHex-style systems has proven challenging. Even the narrower analysis relat-
ing open-loop RHex clock control parameter settings to effective SLIP loco-
motion outcomes has proven mathematically difficult [49]. Moreover, it is not
clear that the more tractable active sensor-based closed-loop methods [41,52]
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for anchoring SLIP dynamics in RHex will yield energetic benefits comparable
to their open-loop counterparts. Consequently, empirical tuning [22] remains
the chief means of achieving high quality gaits in RHex-class platforms at
this time.
Our results in this paper display a strong correlation between a gait’s de-
gree of dynamical exchange, as measured by the SLIP-measure, σ, and its en-
ergetic efficiency, as measured by the specific resistance, SR, [4]. The data also
show that dynamic behaviors achieve higher locomotion efficiency not simply
through increased speed but also through decreased power consumption—
suggesting that a more efficient recruitment of total system energy might be
achieved via more SLIP like dynamics. These new results encourage the shift
to a potentially more tractable rational design paradigm wherein the simpler
SLIP mechanics itself becomes the explicit target of control.
This empirical relationship between the SLIP-measure, σ, and energetic
efficiency, SR, reported in this paper suggests that tuning studies focusing
on energetic performance can employ the SLIP-measure, σ, as an alternative
to the specific resistance, SR. One immediate use for the gait qualification
associated with SLIP-measure, σ, is the ability to impose functional opti-
mization constraints that are informed by the mathematical properties of
the SLIP template and desired gait characteristics (e.g. walking is character-
ized by stiff leg and short strides). We expect that such an approach would
help reduce the uncertainty in the optimization process that aims to produce
a particular gait style (walking versus running while optimizing energetics)
and ultimately reduce the required number of experiments.
The next paper in this series will investigate constrained SLIP-measure
based gait tuning. At this time it is not clear how that recourse would repre-
sent a substantial improvement over present practice. Work now in progress
explores empirically the performance gains associated with such a constrained
SLIP-measure based approach to gait tuning. More broadly, the results we
report here represent yet another significant motivation for pushing ahead
with the mathematical investigation of how to anchor [39] SLIP in RHex.
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